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INTRODUCTION

Traditional approach for fixed based robot is
that robot hand-eye system should be completely cali-
brated with common base reference frame which is
difficult and error-prone process for dynamic hand-
eye system of humanoid robot1,2. One among the im-
portant tasks of humanoid robot is to grasp the target
object in unstructured environment. There have been
several methods proposed to perform visual guided
object manipulation task for industrial robots3,4,5. In-
dustrial robots are fixed base robots and end-effector
is well calibrated to the base frame. A common im-
plicit approach for the industrial robot is that the
work space of the industrial fixed base robot is known
and target object must be placed within the specified
workspace of the end-effector, well calibrated hand-
eye system made the grasping task accurate under
the guidance of stereo vision as reported in6,7. Hand-
eye coordination is one of the most impressive human
behavior. It depends upon the camera and hand con-
figuration, eye-in-hand configuration environment is
less error-prone as compared to dynamic had-eye
system configuration. Peter K et al8 proposed
hand-eye coordination system for grasping of
moving objects, in this system cameras were fixed

on end-effector.  Ming Xie9 addressed the issue of
system stability, convergence and complexity when
feed back control loop is included in to the
system.

Conversely, Humanoid robot hand is a dynamic
system of multiple degrees of freedom. It is required
to work in unstructured and complex environment
unlike fixed-base industrial robot manipulators. Ob-
ject manipulation task of humanoid robot based on
stereo vision guidance   was reported by G. Taylor10.
In this work the upper body is fixed in a frame which
reduces the system complexity. The Sony SDR-4X
humanoid formally known as Sony dream robot
can play with ball and perform ball-kick task under
the visual servo guidance11. Successful execution
of grasping task performed by a robot hand re-
quires pre shape of an arbitrary object. as reported
in12. Fixed base robot in which control law has
been integrated in to a system that perform tracking
and stereo control on single processor is re-
ported in13.

In this paper the problem of hand-ye coordina-
tion of object grasping is divided in four phases i)
transportation of hand from home position to the
vicinity of target object ii) Orientation of the hand to
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the target object  iii) Coarse alignment of  hand and
target object and iv) Selection of feasible and appro-
priate grasp mode. Hand-eye coordination is based
on flexible combination of Feedforward and feedback
visual control strategies. Feedback visual control
strategy was important to increase accuracy of the
proposed hand-eye system and to compensate
weakly calibrated error models14. Other related
issues must also be considered when developing
a visual servoing frame work so that high level
grasp planning techniques can be employed if
necessary15,16.

In this research work the target object is a red
ball which reduces the orientation and shape com-
plexity of target object. For recognition of the human-
oid robot hand in vision system and fix the orienta-
tion problem of the hand, a blue colored rectangle
block is pasted on the hand.

SYSTEM OVER VIEW

Development in the field of  bionics and biome-
chanics  technologies, researchers are inspired to
develop a system (humanoid) that not only looks like
a human but possess the human like characteristics
like seeing, sensing, hearing, and touching.  It is
requirement of the developed society that a humanoid
robot should cooperate with people in daily life ac-

tivities and act as intelligent agent.  Human body is
a complex system of complicated structure and muscle
movement realization. At present, it is not possible to
develop a system to behave and act like a human but
up to some extent humanoid robot can act as an
intelligent agent and can perform object manipulation
task by using state-of-the art technologies. Outlook
appearance of humanoid robot (BHR_02) is shown in
Figure 1.

Humanoid robot is a complex system of
comprising multiple sensors (Cameras,  force
sensors, torque sensors Hall effect sensors) to
sense the environment.  This humanoid robot
straight walk step is not smaller than that of 0.3
meters and highest speed is of 1.3 kilometer per
hour. Table No. 1 shows humanoid robot parametric
data.

INTEGRATION OF VISION CONTROL AND
MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM

The Humanoid robot (BHR-02) vision based
object grasping task implementation was divided in
two sub systems, vision system and the motion con-
trol system. One computer was used for information
processing the other one used for motion control
system. The vision system is based on Windows
operating system and support the multimedia func-

Figure 1: The system overview of Humanoid robot (BHR-02)
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tionality. The control system is Linux and RT-Linux
based operating system. The Linux and Rt-Linux is
real time operating system that meats all real time
requirements of the control system.

The robot vision process is not a real time sys-
tem to estimate the time required for image process-
ing. The vision processing primary goal is to take
image of target scene and extract maximum possible
visual information. In order to further enhance the
robot functionalities like speech recognition and syn-
thesis system needs multimedia function support.

Communication between two systems is through
Memolink card. The memolink card has two parts

child card (slave board) and the host card
(master board) installed in the visual information
processing computer and the motion control
computer. The memolink card has the bidirec-
tional read-write RAM memory block (up to 256
Kbytes) for sharing critical resources. This communi-
cation has the mutual limitations and relations
(At free time only one computer has the priority to
carry on the operation). Communication and opera-
tion must be incompatible. It is implemented as
PC1_busy=1 means computer 1 shows busy,
PC2_busy=1 means computer II shows busy. Over all
sharing of information between two computers is
shown in Figure 2.

Table 1: Specification of humanoid robot

Length (cm) Head Torso Arm Thai Fore leg Foot
(Central axis distance)

20 61.5 60 31.5 31.5 13.5

Weight (kg) 1.2 23.5 8.1 8.7 6.2 2.3

Figure 2: Communication flow in vision computer and control computer
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This integrated approach of sharing information
has following advantages

• Prior hand shaking is not required and me-
mory block fixed in both computers shares the
information to achieve asynchronous communi-
cation.

• During read-write operation to the memory
block, communication is based on the com-
puter internal PCI bus of   enough band-
width.

HAND-EYE COORDINATION MODEL

Hand-eye coordination is a challenging issue
for object grasping tasks of humanoid robot as com-
pared to fixed based industrial robot. Integrated
scheme of visual feedback and visual feedforward
was adopted in this hand-eye system. Humanoid ro-
bot can transport the arm to approach the target object
rapidly based on visual feedforward control strategy.
Visual feedback loop of the proposed strategy is used
for improving accuracy and compensating calibration
errors for object grasping task.

Vision system mounted on head of humanoid
robot is capable of achieving 3D position information
of target object. The detection of target object  posi-
tion and tracking of the target object was done suc-
cessfully in our previous work17,18. For the coordi-
nated work of hand-eye system a hand-eye coordina-
tion model was developed. The world coordinate
system was decided at the joint of right shoulder of

humanoid robot (BHR-02). The transformation from
camera coordinate system to world coordinate system
and from world coordinate system to end-effector
coordinate system was defined by translation and
rotation matrix and was presented in19.

HAND- EYE LOCALIZATION AND ORIENTATION

For object grasping task of humanoid robot it
was mandatory to localize the target object and hand
in a common video scene. Localization is presented as
given below;

A Target object localization

For target object localization system select cen-
ter of target object, 2D  center of object was calcu-
lated as given in equation (1)

( , ) ( , )
,

( , ) ( , )
D D

D D

x x y dxdy y x y dxdy
X Y

x y dxdy x y dxdy

  

  
  

    
    (1)

Where ( , )x y  is object surface density and D is
the composition at center of gravity.

Surface density is calculated form each pixel
intensity  value for a specific color (red ball) and a
black point of (1x1 pixel) on this red ball is considered
as a center of gravity as shown in Figure 3.

Each pixel intensity value of required image can
be calculated as given in equation (2).

Figure 3: Target object localization
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the hand-eye system. Errors were compensated
through feedback loop of visual servo control sys-
tem.

In third setup hand and target object are placed
in the y, z plane and error is measured in x-axis coor-
dinate system as shown in Table No. 4.

Figure 8: Target objects and hand localization

Table 3: Pallet (red ball) and mark relative
measurement in x, z plane

S. Pallet Mark Difference Error
No. (red ball) y-axis (mm) (%)

y-axis (mm) (mm)

1 606 497 (109-100)/100 9.0

2 599 499 (100-100)/100 0.0

3 593 497 (96-100)/100 4.0

4 587 496 (91-100)/100 9.0

Table 4: Pallet (red ball) and mark relative
measurement in y, z plane

S. Pallet Mark Difference Error
No. (red ball) x-axis (mm) (%)

x-axis (mm) (mm)

1 –360 –265 (95-100)/100 5.0

2 –362 –262 (100-100)/100 0.0

3 –359 –255 (104-100)/100 4.0

4 –360 –270 (90-100)/100 10.0
Second time hand and target object was placed

in the x, z plane and error was measured in y-axis
coordinate system as shown in Table No. 3.

Table 2: Pallet (red ball) and mark relative
measurement in x, y plane

S. Pallet Mark Difference Error
No. (red ball) Z-axis (mm) (%)

Z-axis (mm) (mm)

1 164 273 (109-100)/100 9.0

2 167 268 (101-100)/100 1.0

3 163 257 (94-100)/100 6.0

4 161 262 (101-100)/100 1.0

The result showed that for object manipulation
task of humanoid robot deviation error was within
tolerance of 



10 mm, it is clear that developed hand-
eye system was effective for object grasping task.

C Object Grasping experiment

The Object grasping experiment is shown in
Figure 9 in the first row of the figure the humanoid
robot is forwarding to the target object by walking
second row shows the progress of  transportation,
Coarse alignment and grasping of the target object.
Figure 10 shows the vision computer panel during the
object grasping task Figure 10 (a) shows the process
of target object localization. Figure 10 (b) and (c)
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shows the process of feed forward approach of con-
trol strategy, both the target object and hand are in
visual field of the humanoid robot head.

Figure 10 (d) (e) (f) shows the execution process
of feedback strategy of the visual servo system, when

appropriate position of the hand and target object
was achieved then model based grasping approach is
used to grasp the target object.

During the grasping process the humanoid ro-
bot arm position of six joints is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 9: Target object grasping

Figure 10: Vision computer panel shows object grasping process
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Figure 11: Trajectory of humanoid robot right arm each joint during object grasping process

The vision scanning cycle was about 200ms. Arm
transportation was achieved in 400 ms (hand move-
ment form initial position to vision field of the human-
oid Robot) and for the coarse alignment (both hand
and target object are in vision field) 400 ms are re-
quired and finally object grasping task was achieved
successfully

CONCLUSION

This paper addressed the issue of hand-eye co-
ordination for object grasping task of the humanoid

robot. Kinematics errors during the hand eye coordi-
nation are compensated through the visual feedback
loop of the control system. For a dynamic model of
the hand-eye system kinematics errors and pose er-
rors can not be accommodated by conventional kine-
matics error methods, because after walking several
steps the humanoid robot head joints and arm joints
deviate off  form their  home position.

Target object grasping task of the humanoid
robot is a vision based real time grasping, in which
control scanning cycle is much less then vision scan-
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